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About This Game

"Aeve:Zero Gravity" is an arcade space shooter about battles in open space. In a classic mode "Shoot'em'all". You are piloting
an elite fighter equipped with a special "goodness", such as a non-stop gun that unrestrainedly releases blaster fire for all 360

degrees. Hot shootings at high speeds with impenetrable bosses, also armed with smart weapons of destruction will make a good
challenge for hunters for a high reward.

   * Hordes of armored spaceships.
   * Hundreds of shells dancing in a single fire mash.

   * And only one against them all .You.
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Title: Aeve:Zero Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EasyGames
Publisher:
EasyGames
Release Date: 4 Jul, 1970

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256mb

Storage: 110 MB available space
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aeve zero gravity steam. aeve zero gravity

The Short Story of a Drifting Labyrinth is an isometric brawler which is passably okay, but is dragged down heavily by very bad
combat mechanics and a complete lack of progression. Not much to say about this one beyond that - it's about halfway to being
fun, but the controls and your four "spells" are all very awkward, often missing despite seeming to come in contact with the
target, and it's incredibly easy to fall off a ledge while trying to dodge and reset the room. There's also a lot of random fights
against enemies which come across as just grind, except there's almost no progression and thus very little to grind for.

I was still trying to stick with it, though, until I hit the first boss, which has one part teleport around often enough to be very
difficult to deal consistent damage to and the other part fly in the air immune to damage until the first part has been sufficiently
damaged. Both times I attempted this boss, after several minutes of fighting I either died or fell off a ledge, resulting in its
health being fully restored.

So, yeah. Enough of that. Not recommended, but maybe the designer's next game will be less awkward to play.

(As noted, this is a review where I haven't completed the game. I got frustrated enough with it that I'm not going to try again,
though. I'm not sure how far I got - the game mentions 450 encounters, and I certainly did what felt like at least 100, but also 10
bosses, and I gave up on the first one.). bla bla bla bla its a game!If you try and pick appart things in video games IDC how great
the game is your always going to find something to ♥♥♥♥♥ about!!So to all those people who write reviews as if they are
getting paid to be a game tester lighten up!this is by far one of the most fun rts games I have had the plusure of playing in a long
time,so enjoy it if not then buy it pick it apart and be misirable LMAO!!!!!!. THINGS IT NEEDS:

  Mod support
  Ability to add sounds
  Better user interface

MORE SCREAMING NOISES! I WANT PEOPLE IN PAIN DAMMIT

7 \/ 10 hope the developer updates it often. The game is just awful. Don't Buy it. worst waste of money i have ever seen on
steam.. It wont load up doesn't matter how many times I start Wakfu it doesn't ask for the DLC code I'm out $10 its non-
refundable and the main website for wakfu will take forever from the other posts I've read so by the time this issue is resolved
I'll have moved onto something else. So as of now no more Steam Purchases. I'll buy Fall out 4 from Amazon instead.
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amazing game love it absolutely good fun me likey if you leik horror gaem you like dis game i promise or gay. Doesnt load. I
even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have windows mixed
reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I
guess I cant get a refund?
. I wanted to play the board game but it is very expensive. then I foud the videogame and played it.

Very fun game, original mechanics and challenging.. This is a Platformer, not a roguelike

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rogue_(video_game). very good. Please add more puzzles. Can you save them as wall paper or
screen saver ?. This game is my go-to "show people who dont get scared" game. It's made EVERY. SINGLE. ONE. jump at
some point. It actually has some great arcadey style gun progression and it's actually fun to complete.

Literally my only complaint: I could tell it was the voice of Mrs Puff from Spongebob so it was immersion breaking when I
heard it but thankfully that was always at the beginning or end of a round when I was taking a breather anyway.

Great fun, good and arcadey, perfect to show off to anyone who isn't super fearful.

WARNING: This WILL startle people, and I say that as someone easily startled, even though there's no jump scares. You'll
eventually lose track of the enemies all around you and turn around to a faceful of zombie. Gets you every time.
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